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A HARD-WIRED DATA ACQUISITION DEVICE FOR
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

FREDERICK S. KUHL
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Summary.   Neurophysiologic experiments are becoming increasingly numerical in nature,
and may result in large quantities of data which may be practicably analyzed only by
computer. A non-programmable digital controller was constructed to acquire data from a
variety of remote neurophysiology experiments and to store them on magnetic tape for
transport to an off-line computer. The advantages of the unit’s modular design are
illustrated.

Introduction.   Neurophysiologic and behavioral experiments may produce data of such
volume as to require computer analysis, and the problems putting the data in machine-
readable form and transmitting them to the computer have been solved in various ways.

One method puts a small computer with appropriate analog-to-digital conversion (ADC)
devices near the experiment, and on line during its course. Another solution, when there is
no computer available for on-line service, is to record the data on analog magnetic tape
and replay the tape into the remote computer’s ADC equipment later on.

Such neurophysiology and behavioral experiments are conducted at the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, and the problem of data conversion and transmission for them arose
in 1972. There was no computer available for on-line service, and the Institute computer
had no ADC capability. The Division of Biometrics was assigned the task of designing a
controller to supervise the sampling of various analog and digital signals, with the unit to
be constructed by the Electronics Shop of the Department of Neurophysiology.

Microprocessors were not then readily available, so the decision was made to design the
unit around the types of integrated logic then easily procured. Only voice-grade telephone
lines could be obtained to connect the Institute computer, so it was necessary to store the
collected data on magnetic tape for later analysis.

In April 1975, the unit was placed in test operation collecting various data from a
behavioral experiment.



The design acquires data from each of four analog and eight digital channels, where each
analog sample is converted to ten bits, and each digital channel generates information
concerning the presence or absence of a digital event on its input. Sampling rates and
windows are controlled by the unit according to preset thumbwheel banks. The data are
formatted and sent to an incremental magnetic tape unit. The tape unit stores successive
samples in semiconductor buffers, and writes the buffers synchronously to the tape, in
industry-compatible 7-track format. The system is capable of sampling all channels at
2kHz.

The unit is composed of standard integrated circuits, of the 7400 series, and 8000 series
logic circuits. This includes the analog-to-digital converter sections, whose sample-and-
hold amplifiers and converters are commercially available units. The incremental tape
coupler and tape drive are also commercial products.

Applications:  Single-Neuron Experiments.   One general class of intended application of
the device involves the recording of the response of single neurons in cat brains to various
electric and physical stimuli. The animals are anesthetized and microelectrodes are
inserted into the region of interest. When electrical stimuli are applied to the animal, the
neuron may respond with a succession of spike discharges observable through the
electrode (see Fig. 1). These events are of the magnitude of 0.5 mv, lasting perhaps
1.0 msec. The number of events occurring per stimulus, and the time elapsed from the
delivery of the stimulus to each is of great interest to the researcher. There also exist “slow
potentials” representing the aggregate of many such neuronal discharges, whose analog
wave form is of interest as well.

Presently, spike events are recorded on 35-mm film from oscilliscope traces, which are
triggered by periodic electrical stimuli. Latencies of spikes from stimuli are measured and
tabulated by hand from the film. The data are statistical in nature and it is desirable to have
many records of a given cell; however, manual analysis and the film recording technique
limit the amount of analyzable data. High-speed recording of digital events and analog
“slow potentials” is expected to greatly increase amount of data gathered from an animal.

Applications:  Behavioral Experiments.   A second general class of application arose
from experiments wherein an awake animal is trained to do a task repetitively, whose
successful completion results in a reward. In one example, Rhesus monkeys are required to
perform a precise arm-lift motion against a weight. The animal must lift to a minimum
height and return in a set time window from activation of the apparatus, which the monkey
controls. Such data as activations, crossing of position thresholds and delivery of rewards,
all of which produce digital events, are of interest. Certain parameters of arm position with
respect to time are also desired.



The controlling apparatus is currently composed of commercial logic modules which can
decide if the animal has met the criteria for a reward. Tallies of the numbers of events, and
some gross time data may be obtained from electromechanical counters and “cumulative
recorders,” but there is no automatic system of extracting data from the analog signals.
Manual analysis is prohibitive. The unit is expected to record behavioral experiment data
in a manner allowing extensive computer analysis.

The Unit’s Overall Design.   The major components of the unit and the system it
functions in are shown in Fig. 2. The unit itself is composed of the data gathering section
and a control and timing section, each of which will be discussed in more detail. The
Control Data Corporation 3500 is a medium-large, third-generation, general-purpose
computer operated by the Institute, whose magnetic tape transports provide the means of
input to it of data acquired by the unit.

Theory of Operation.   The unit’s control and timing section decides when the various
channels are to be sampled, at what frequency and for how long. It consists chiefly of a
collection of variable modulus counters, which reset when their counts equal numbers pre-
set in their respective thumbwheels. The timers count either system clock pulses (from the
100 kHz clock in the Start/Stop Card), or some other timer’s reset pulses (see Fig. 3).

When the system is started, a RESET pulse is generated, setting all the counters to zero
and enabling the CLKx4 line. The ISI (inter stimulus interval) timer counts to its
thumbwheel value, pulses the STIM line, resets, and continues counting. The system now
begins the basic cycle shown in Fig. 4. After delivery of the stimulus, no sampling occurs
until completion of the sampling delay. The SAM EN (sample enable) line goes true
through the sample window period and then drops. While SAM EN is high the sampling
interval counters operate, causing sampling of the data and its transfer to the tape unit
coupler.

The sampling window allows the researcher to sample at a high rate during only a short
interval of interest, which may occur some time after the delivery of a stimulus. This
alternative produces far less data than that of sampling continuously, which is meant more
for slower speeds.

The sampling interval is split into four parts because the four analog and eight digital
channels are sampled in four groups, one analog and two digital at a time. The Sampling
Control section distributes the CONVERT pulses to the proper channels (see Fig. 5) and
also generates a four-bit binary sequence number prefixed to each data word sent to the
tape coupler (see Fig. 6). The sequence number serves two functions. Firstly, because it is
incremented by one (modulo 16) each time a data word is sent to the tape unit (four words
per sampling interval) it provides a check to a computer program for missing data, and a



limited indication of how much is missing. Secondly, because the sequence number
counter stays in step with the sampling of successive analog channels, it provides a means
of determining what channels are represented in a given data word.

The digital channels were required to resolve the beginning of an event to within 100 µsec,
although there was no need for analog sampling at 10 kHz simultaneously. Indeed such
rates were to be avoided because of the volume of data they would produce. So a scheme
was devised to split a given sampling interval into ten equal parts, and to record the
number of subintervals elapsing before the event’s onset when one occurred. This allowed
an overall sampling rate of 1 kHz to achieve the desired resolution. The areas F1 and F2 of
the data word structure are flags indicating an event on their channels during the preceding
interval, while K1 and K2 are the respective subinterval counts.

Each analog channel has its own sample-and-hold amplifier (SH) and analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The SH for a given channel is initiated by the channel’s proper
CONVERT pulse. After it settles, the ADC converts by successive approximation
technique, yielding a 10-bit representation.

The outputs of all the channels are multiplexed and buffered under control of the Sampling
Control section. Four words of 24 bits each, including sequence number, two digital
channels and one analog channel, are passed to the tape coupler during each sampling
interval. The coupler’s word length is programmable, and either all the channels or two
groups could have been passed, but this arrangement yielded the highest overall possible
data rate.

Note that the control function in the unit is as decentralized and distributed as possible and
that each section has but one function. Each section is controlled by another part, and has
only its particular function to perform. Thus each function is accomplished as quickly and
simply as possible.

Experience in the Behavioral Application.   As the unit is applied to the behavioral
experiments with a data rate of 100 Hz, the better part of one 2400 ft. reel of magnetic
tape is filled in the average 90-minute session. This is a great deal of data, requiring about
20 minutes of central processor unit time on our CDC 3500 to analyze. Since much of the 
data is negative, i.e., containing only occasional events, possibly an event driven storage
scheme would have been better. In that case, a data word would be generated on the
occurrence of an event, rather than periodically, and the volume of data in situations of
sparse activity would be greatly reduced. The need for continuous analog sampling
remains, however, and the intermixing of the two would require much more complex
control logic.



Suggestions for Further Development.   Some advantages of the hardwired controller
involve its limitations. There is no programming needed. And its operation is simpler than
that of a computer, obviating the effort needed to train a technician in its operation.

The idea of computer control is still quite attractive because of the inflexibility of this
unit’s design. It is committed by its hard-wired nature to a single sampling scheme, and the
computer’s program flexibility is a contrast. The design fills the need for which it was
intended, but the research environment continually changes, thereby raising the question of
whether or not identical units should be built for other research projects.

Thus it would appear that computer control would be an attractive next step in the
evolution of such an instrument, especially use of the microprocessor, with its lower cost
and hardware flexibility. The intelligence of such a system must be distributed, if the main
processor’s attention is not to be diverted from the full-time task of acquiring data. The
tasks of timing sampling windows, etc., could easily interfere with acquiring data at high
rates were one processor to perform them all.

The modular design concept used to implement this system, as well as some of the actual
functional blocks, could be used in a next generation of this type of high-speed data
acquisition controller.



Figure 1.  Typical Neuron Spike Trains. Trains, reprinted from R.M. Wylie
and L.P. Felpel, “The Influence of the Cerebellum and Peripheral

Somatic Nerves on the Activity of Deiter’s Cells in the Cat,”
Exp. Brain Res., vol 12, p. 536; 1971, by permission.

Figure 2.  Major System Components



Figure 3.  Timing and Control Section

Figure 4.  Unit’s Basic Timing Cycle
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Figure 5.  Control Signals. While the SAMPLE ENABLE condition is true,
CONVERT pulses are sent to each group of channels in turn. DIGITIZE

COMPLETE pulses cause the tape unit to accept each data word.

Figure 6.  Data Word Structure. SEQ = sequence number; F1 and F2 are digital
event flags; K1 and K2 are the respective subinterval counts.
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